CALL FOR PAPERS and PANEL PROPOSALS
SUBMISSION DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2014

IAAER Mission
The mission of the IAAER is to promote excellence in accounting education and research on a worldwide basis and to maximize the contribution of accounting academics to the development and maintenance of high quality, globally recognized standards of accounting practice. IAAER’s membership includes individuals and universities representing more than 50 countries as well as approximately 50 of the world’s leading accounting academic and professional bodies.

The Conference
The conference is a three day event comprising plenary sessions and concurrent paper sessions which include refereed paper presentations, panel sessions, and a paper forum.

We welcome papers and panels in the following topic areas:
Financial Accounting  Information Systems and Computer Auditing
Auditing and Internal Auditing  Ethics in Accounting Education
Financial Management  Corporate Governance
Taxation  Accounting History
Performance Measurement  Public Sector and Nonprofit Accounting
Management Accounting  Sustainability Accounting
International Accounting  Accounting Education and Training
Integrated Reporting  Intangibles and Intellectual Capital Reporting

CRITERIA FOR SUBMISSION OF PAPERS
Manuscripts should be of a sufficient academic standard and should be of interest to accounting educators, researchers, and practitioners. Only completed manuscripts, not abstracts, should be submitted. (If a manuscript is accepted, there will be an opportunity to submit a revised abstract which must be received by 15 September 2014.)
1. Manuscripts must be written in English and must not have been published or accepted for publication elsewhere at the time of submission. Manuscripts must be typed double-spaced and use a 12 point easily legible font (e.g., Times New Roman), and all margins should be at least 2.5 cm. or 1". Manuscripts must include an abstract of no more than 400 words and up to five keywords. Manuscripts should be of journal-article length.

2. All manuscripts should be submitted through the congress Web site (www.oic.it/iaaer2014) by 1 March 2014. You should follow carefully the instructions on the Web site. All manuscripts will be reviewed anonymously by the Scientific Committee.

3. When you submit your manuscript, please indicate your research subject from the list on the Web site.

4. If you would like to have your submitted manuscript considered for “Fast Track” publication in one of the IAAER’s official journals, "Journal of International Financial Management & Accounting" (JIFMA) or "Accounting Education: An International Journal" (AE), or in "Financial Reporting" (FR), an academic journal affiliated with the host University, in addition to submitting it to the Congress via the Web site, you should also e-mail the paper to the appropriate editor as follows:
   - To have your submitted manuscript considered for publication in JIFMA, you should e-mail your submission to Elizabeth Gordon (egordon@temple.edu);
   - To have your submitted manuscript considered for publication in a special issue of AE, you should e-mail your submission to the guest editors of the special issue: Greg Stoner (greg.stoner@glasgow.ac.uk) and Themin Suwardy (tsuwardy@smu.edu.sg). Your manuscript should follow the journal's Notes for Contributors (see http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=raed);
   - To have your submitted manuscript considered for publication in FR, you should e-mail your submission to the Editor, Prof. Alberto Quagli (quaglia@economia.unige.it). Your manuscript should follow the journal's instructions for the authors (see http://www.francoangeli.it/riviste/NR/Fr-norme_EN.pdf).

5. You will receive a confirmation on the website at the end of the submission procedure; a help desk will be available for the whole length of the submission period.

6. Notice of acceptance for presentation will be sent out by 25 April 2014 for all papers submitted by the 1 March deadline. All accepted manuscripts are assigned either an oral or paper forum presentation at the discretion of the Scientific Committee. Do not submit a paper if you do not intend to present it at the Congress yourself. Once programmed, paper presentation times and locations cannot be changed.

**CRITERIA FOR SUBMISSION OF PANEL PROPOSALS**

Panel suggestions should be sent by e-mail directly to both co-chairs of the Scientific Committee listed below. They should include a panel title, brief description of the academic or professional content of the panel, and a listing of panel members.

**VOLUNTEER AS SESSION CHAIR OR DISCUSSANT**

To volunteer as a session chair or paper discussant, please contact by e-mail both Scientific Committee co-chairs listed below. If you volunteer, please indicate your preferred subject area(s).

**Co-Chairs – Scientific Committee**

Gary Sundem – glsundem@uw.edu
Stefano Zambon - stefano.zambon@unife.it
Papers submission deadline postponed to 1 APRIL 2014!

Connect to the website now to submit your paper on line

Please note that Authors submitting papers by 1 March will receive notification of acceptance by 25 April.

Authors submitting papers after 1 March but before 1 April will receive notification by 1 June.

Visit our website for more information
www.oic.it/iaaer2014